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1. Introduction

Recently, while the existing industrial robot market is saturated, the research about the service robot is actively progressed. In order that the service robot comes into our daily lives like the electric home appliances or mobile devices, it has to provide the intelligent services to a user.

Generally, the robot has three functional components of sensing, processing and acting. The ability of these components depends on its own hardware performance. Ubiquitous Robotic Companion (hereafter URC) is the new concept of the network-based service robot (Kim et al., 2005). In the concept of URC, a robot expands the ability of these components through the network. The robot can use not only its internal sensors but also external sensors which are embedded in the environment for sensing. A number of robots can share a high performance server to increase the processing power. Also, it can use the external actuators which are deployed in the environment, not only in its body, for acting.

These improvements can bring about the enhancement of context awareness and provide proactive services to the users. When a user requests a service, a robot is able to provide appropriate services by recognizing the user’s current situations. Thus, to realize the URC, it is important to develop a context-aware system which can help robots become aware of user’s situations.

The context-aware system is comprised of the various kinds of distributed computing entities. Early context-aware systems had the relatively simple structure because of being only comprised of distributed elements which communicate with the local or the remote sensors. But, as the structure of the context-aware system become complicated and various applications appear, the context-aware infrastructure has been needed in order to enhance the maintenance and the reuse of the context-aware application. It can help to remove the complexity of the application development. Therefore, the development of the context-aware framework which can provide reusable components with high-level abstraction is needed.

The aim of this chapter is to introduce the context-awareness for a network-based service robot. For this, we define the functional requirements and implementation issues of the context-aware framework and propose the layered conceptual structure. And then, we describe how proposed conceptual structure was implemented to the CAMUS (Context-Aware Middleware for URC System) which is a context-aware framework for the network-based service robots. Finally, we introduce various kinds of robot services which were developed by using the CAMUS.
2. Related works

As the context-aware computing gets more and more interests, attempts applying it to diverse kinds of research fields have been tried. However, the development of the context-aware intelligent application in the robot field has rarely been carried out. Thus, in this section we review the previous research works in the field of context-aware computing.

Context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and application themselves. A system is context-aware if it uses context to provide relevant information and/or services to the user, relevancy depends on the user’s task (Dey, 2000).

The context-aware system can be implemented in many ways. The approach depends on special requirements and conditions such as the location of sensors, the amount of possible users, the available resources of the used devices or the facility of a further extension of the system (Baldauf et al., 2007). A number of research groups have developed context-aware systems and applications from 1990s. However, most early researches were remained as the experimental level on developing the prototype, because various context information and its achievement technologies were considered only for specific applications at specific platforms.

Recent context-aware systems use a middleware or context-aware server architecture for separating an acquisition and use of the context. These architectures have a layered structure which has an expandability and reusability.

The architecture of the Context Managing Framework (Korpipaa et al., 2003) uses four main functional entities which comprise the context framework: the context manager, the resource servers, the context recognition services and the application. Whereas the resource servers and the context recognition services are distributed components, the context manager represents a centralized server managing a blackboard. It stores context data and provides this information to the client applications.

Another framework based on a layered architecture was built in the Hydrogen project (Hofer et al., 2002). Its context acquisition approach is specialized for mobile devices. While the availability of a centralized component is essential in the majority of existent distributed content-aware systems, the Hydrogen system tries to avoid this dependency. It distinguishes between a remote and a local context. The remote context is information another device knows about, the local context is knowledge our own device is aware of. When the devices are in physical proximity they are able to exchange these contexts in a peer-to-peer manner via WLAN, Bluetooth etc. This exchange of context information among client devices is called context sharing.

Context Toolkit (Dey et al., 2001) was developed as an intermediate dealing with context between a sensor and an application service. It collects context information from sensors, analyzes it, and delivers it to application services. The toolkits object-oriented API provides a super-class called BaseObject which offers generic communication abilities to ease the creation of own components.

CASS (Context-Awareness Sub-Structure) (Fahy & Clarke, 2004) proposed extensible centralized middleware approach designed for context-aware mobile applications. The middleware contains an Interpreter, ContextRetriever, Rule Engine and SensorListener. The SensorListener listens for updates from sensors which are located on distributed sensor nodes. Then the gathered information is stored in the database by the Interpreter. The
ContextRetriever is responsible for retrieving stored context data. Both of these classes may use the services of an Interpreter.

RSCM (Reconfigurable Context-Sensitive Middleware for Pervasive Computing) (Yau et al., 2002) separates sensors and application services, and delivers necessary context information to applications through ad-hoc network. RSCM also collects context information, analyzes, and interpret it. When this context information satisfies conditions of registered application services, RSCM delivers it to the application services. It is the client-side to make a decision whether its application services should be executed in it or not.

The SOCAM (Service-oriented Context-Aware Middleware) project (Gu et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2004) introduced architecture for the building and the rapid prototyping of context-aware mobile services. It uses a central server called context interpreter, which gains context data through distributed context providers and offers it in mostly processed form to the clients. The context-aware mobile services are located on top of the architecture, thus, they make use of the different levels of context and adapt their behaviour according to the current context. Also, it proposed a formal context model based on ontology using OWL to address issues about semantic representation, context reasoning, context classification and dependency.

GAIA project (Biegel & Cahill, 2004) also developed the middleware which can obtain and infer different kinds of context information from environments. It aims at supporting the development and execution of portable applications for active spaces. In GAIA, context is represented by 4-ary predicates written in DAML+OIL. The middleware provides the functions to infer high level context information from low level sensor information, and expect the context in advance by using the historical context information.

CoBrA (Context Broker Architecture) (Chen, 2004; Chen et al., 2003) is an agent-based architecture for supporting context-aware computing in intelligent spaces. Intelligent spaces are physical spaces that are populated with intelligent systems that provide pervasive computing services to users. In the centre of CoBrA, there is an intelligent context broker that maintains and manages a shared contextual model on the behalf of a community of agents. These agents can be applications hosted by mobile devices that a user carries or wears (e.g., cell phones, PDAs and headphones), services that are provided by devices in a room (e.g., projector service, light controller and room temperature controller) and web services that provide a web presence for people, places and things in the physical world. The context broker consists of four functional main components: the Context Knowledge Base, the Context Inference Engine, the Context Acquisition Module and the Privacy Management Module.

Though many attempts for developing a context-aware system has been carried out, previous context-aware systems cannot provide a complete solution for all the essential requirements in context-aware computing. Moreover, they do not consider the robot as a computing entity which can interact with and provide services to a user. In this chapter, we describe how we developed the context-aware framework for a network-based intelligent robot.

3. Requirements and issues of context-aware framework

In this section, we define the functional requirements and implementation issues which have to be considered when we develop the context-aware framework based on the previous related researches.
3.1 The functional requirements
The functional requirements should be considered when we design the structure of the context-aware framework. The necessary functions are as follows:

1. Accessing and controlling devices
   The context-aware application can access and control various computing devices which are located in the environment of a user and robot. For this, the context-aware framework has to provide the methods of accessing and controlling these devices. With this function, context-aware application can acquire contexts and provide services with various devices.

2. Processing context
   The context-aware framework has to provide the element which has the responsibility of processing context obtained from various sensors for a context-aware application to use. The functions of this element include time stamping, interpreting, and filtering context.

3. Managing context
   The processed context has to be stored and managed with the unified context model by the context-aware framework. The managed context with the context model can be searched, accessed, and modified by the application when needed.

4. High-level context abstraction
   The context which is obtained from a sensor and managed with the context model can be processed for the high-level abstraction to provide the intelligent service by a context-aware application. This high-level abstraction should be supported by not only the context-aware application, but also context-aware framework.

5. Execution and management of context-aware application
   The context-aware framework can manage the life-cycle of the context-aware applications in order to implement the various applications easily. Moreover, the context-aware framework has to provide the functions of starting, proceeding, and termination a context-aware application.

6. Communications
   Finally, the context-aware framework has to provide the communication methods so that various context-aware elements which are located in the different physical space can be comprised of one context-aware system and they can communicate and deliver the necessary information with each other.

3.2 The implementation issues
The implementation issues are about what should be considered when we implement the context-aware framework. The selected implementation issues are as follows:

1. Support for heterogeneity
   When we develop a context-aware application using the context-aware framework, the computing entities are very various and have different resources, for example, from the resource poor sensor run on the Embedded Linux to the high performance server run on the Windows OS. The context framework has to support the heterogeneity of the OS, programming languages, and so on.

2. Support for mobility
   In the context-aware environment, a user can use not only static devices, but also mobile devices. The context-aware framework provides methods for connecting and controlling these devices dynamically.
3. Support for scalability
   The context-aware application requests and delivers the necessary information with many sensors, the actuators, and various computing entities. According to the development of multimedia, this information could be a large-scaled audio or video streaming. Therefore, the context-aware framework can resolve the scalability problem about reducing the load of the network.

4. Support for privacy protection
   Privacy is about the control of information. In a context-aware computing environment, users worry about their privacy because hidden sensors are embedded in their environment, and the information acquired by these sensors could be often shared by different applications. Users desire privacy protection because they are concerned about the possible misuse of their information. The context-aware framework provides methods for users’ privacy protection.

5. Separation of concerns
   The context-aware framework provides the method for using the context which is obtained from a sensor to many context-aware applications. Thus, the acquisition of a context is separated from the use at an application for reusing context.

6. Exceptional Handling
   The context-aware framework is able to make the exception handling like the access failure or disconnection with the computing entity. Particularly, because a robot uses a wireless network in common, the problem about the disconnection and recovery has to be resolved.

4. The layered conceptual structure
   The previous context-aware framework has the mutually different hierarchy structure and scope of functionality. In this section, we design the layered conceptual structure of the context-aware framework based on the defined functional requirements in section 3. The modules and operations which are located in each layer are shown in Fig. 1.

4.1 Context source and service layer
   In the bottom of the layered conceptual structure, there is the Context Source and Service Layer which is consisted of smart devices. In this layer, there exist various kinds of sensors and actuators including robots which are special kinds of devices. Context sources include not only hardware devices which provide explicit information given by the user or environment, but also computing sources which can be used to collect computing context from information database or web-services. Depending on the type of context, one or multiple sensors may be employed.

4.2 Device access and control layer
   In the Device Access and Control Layer, there are the Sensor Framework Module and Service Framework Module. The Sensor Framework Module concerns how to acquire the context information from various information sources. Raw context acquisition operation captures the raw data as the value of context features. The Service Framework Module concerns how to provide services and information through actuators. Fig. 2 shows an example of context acquisition from a RFID reader.
4.3 Context processing layer

The Context Processing Layer concerns how to process the acquired context before storing or delivering it. The context obtained from the Device Access and Control Layer may include technical data which is not appropriate to use in the context-aware application directly or include unnecessary information. Usually, context processing operations are performed by the need of the context-aware application. However, the operation which is repeatedly used in many applications has to be separated from the applications and defined in the context-aware framework. After that, an application developer can use the context which is processed by the pre-defined operations without implementing them in the application. Context processing can be divided into following three operations:

1. Interpreting operation
   The Interpreting operation interprets and abstracts context so that it is available to be used in the context-aware application. For example, the current location of a user can be interpreted using the RFID tag information when a user enters the detecting range of a RFID reader which is installed in a specific location as shown in Fig. 3.

2. Time stamping operation
   Time is very important context to all applications. A context is changed while the time passes away. This is due to the fact that context information is dynamic by nature. Time
stamping operation adds time information to the context. By doing this, we can use the information of context history. Fig. 4. shows an example of time stamping operation.

3. Filtering operation

In the contexts acquired from sensors, there can be unnecessary information. When all contexts are delivered to the components in the context-aware framework, the communication cost will rapidly increase. Moreover, it may cause the system to be down. The filtering operation reduces the amount of data by removing the context which it is not needed or duplicated. Fig. 5. shows an example of filtering operation.

The Context Processing Layer is comprised of the Low-level Abstraction Module and High-level Abstraction Module as shown in Fig. 1. The difference of Low-level and High-level Abstraction Modules is according to the referring to the other context which is stored using the Context Model in the Context Management Layer.
4.4 Context management layer

The Context Management Layer stores and manages the obtained context in order to use lately. The context is stored by using the context model. The Context Management Layer provides the Context Access/Query Module for accessing and modifying the context. In addition, the Context Management Layer can provide the Decision Supporting Modules. The Decision Supporting Module includes the supporting tools or engine which can resolve the complex decision problems such as reasoning, dynamic adaptation, learning, and so on for general use.

4.5 Application layer

In the Application Layer, there are context-aware applications and the Application Management Module. The Application Management Module manages the life-cycle of an
application. The Application Management Module not only creates and finalizes an instance of application, but also manages the state of it. Moreover, the Application Management Module can provide tools for supporting event handling and rule firing. A context-aware application gets contexts from the Context Model through the Context Access/Query Interface Module or from the sensors directly through the remote-procedure call which is provided by the Sensor Framework Module.

5. The context-aware middleware for URC systems

We developed CAMUS as the context-aware server framework for a network-based robotic system (Kim et al., 2005; Hong et al, 2006). The functional architecture of CAMUS is shown in Fig. 6.

The service agent is a software module performed as a proxy to connect various external sensors and actuators to CAMUS. It delivers information of the sensors in environment to the CAMUS main server. Also, it receives control commands from CAMUS main server and controls devices in the environment, and conducts applications. The service agent is executed in the service agent manager. The service agent manager makes accesses to adequate service agents out of the currently running service agents using a searching function. The service agent manager supports the prerequisite for the proactive context-aware services. Also, it searches, invokes, and executes necessary services for each of CAMUS tasks. Information obtained by service agents is processed by the sensor interpreter as the low-level abstraction module. This processed information will be delivered as a type of event to the CAMUS main server through the event system. Creating events indicates the changes of context in the user’s or robots’ situation. The event system generates and manages events from physically distributed environments and is responsible for exchanging messages among CAMUS components. Above all, it delivers the events to the context manager and task manager so that CAMUS tasks should be able to recognize the changes of situation and further update the existing context model.

The context manager infers implicit knowledge based on the context information which is delivered through events, and it also manages this inferred knowledge. When CAMUS tasks are executed, they refer to the context knowledge managed by the context manager. Therefore, the context manager should be able to provide several main functions for utilizing the context knowledge; (a) the context modelling and the knowledge representation, (b) the management of the context data, (c) the query for the context knowledge, and (d) the inference of the implicit knowledge, and so on.

The context model which is represented and managed in CAMUS includes the user context, environment context, and computing device context. The user context includes user profile, user’s task information, user preference, and so on. The environment context includes hierarchical location information, time, and so on. The computing device context includes information about available sensors and actuators including robots. The task can be regarded as a set of work items which are required to be taken in a specific context or by the user’s command. Each work item, which is a unit of action, is described by the task rules. A task rule is described by the convention of Event-Condition-Action (hereafter ECA). The action part arranges the operations of the service agent to be executed
when the incoming event meets conditions. The service agent is accessed by Task through the service agent manager. The ECA rule is managed by the ECA rule engine. The task manager initiates individual tasks and manages on-going task processes. It also controls and coordinates tasks by managing the current state information of each task. The state of the task is managed by the Finite State Machine.

Under this functional architecture, CAMUS is mainly divided as a CAMUS main server and service agent managers based on the embedded types in the physical environment as shown in Fig. 7. The service agent manager which is deployed in the local server in the home or office environment is called the local station. The service agent manager which is deployed in the robot is called the robot station. And, the service agent manager which is deployed in the mobile device is called the sabot station. Each type of the service agent manager has the different context processing ability, user interface, and program module. The CAMUS main server communicates with service agent managers through the communication framework called PLANET.

![Fig. 6. The functional architecture of CAMUS](www.intechopen.com)
6. Intelligent robot services

In this section, we introduce the URC field test and several applications which are developed by using the CAMUS. Applications are the robot greeting, home monitoring, and follow-me services.

6.1 The URC field test

The first step result of developing CAMUS was validated through URC field test during two months from Oct. 2005 to Dec. 2005 (Hong et al., 2006). For URC field test, 64 households were selected from Seoul and its vicinity, where the broadband convergence network (BcN) was installed and 3 kinds of robots (Jupiter, Nettro and Roboid) were offered to them. Fig. 8 shows the URC field test structure for practical services of the CAMUS. Throughout the URC field test, we verified that the Hardware structure of a robot can be simplified by distributing robot’s main internal functionalities (ex. speech recognition, and image recognition) to external servers through the network. And we also found that it is enabled to more effectively provide various kinds of services which are necessary for daily lives under the URC concept.

35 households out of 47 households’ respondents showed a high degree of satisfaction, and they felt home monitoring, security, and autonomous cleaning services are most appropriate services for their daily lives. However, they felt a robot is worth only about 500 ~ 1,000
dollars with its performance, which implies that the robot market targeting households needs to make an effort to stabilize the robot price reasonably.

6.2 The robot greeting service
This is the robot service which was developed for the URC field test (Hong et al., 2006). The used robot called Jupiter was made by the YUJIN ROBOT, Co. and the application was developed by using the CAMUS.

In the scenario of the robot greeting service, a user arrives at home and goes to the living room. The RFID reader deployed in the living room recognizes the user’s entrance from outside of the home. The RFID reader delivers the entrance information through the event in the CAMUS. CAMUS task orders the robot to move to the living room. The robot delivers an event about navigation completed to the CAMUS task through the event channel after moving. The robot says the greeting message using the Text-To-Speech service. The robot shows a message which is left from the user’s family. The CAMUS task orders the robot to move to the standby-position and wait for user’s command. The snapshots of this service are shown in Fig. 9.

Many kinds of sensors and actuators were used for this service. As a sensor, the RFID reader was used to recognize the location of a user and the microphone which was embedded in the robot were used for the Automatic-Speech-Recognition service. The speaker used by the Text-To-Speech service, robot navigation service, and the LCD monitor were used as the actuators.

6.3 The home monitoring service with the mobile phone
We think that the home monitoring service is one of killer applications in the service robot field. The robot navigation service and video streaming technology enable this service.

In the scenario of the home monitoring service, a robot watches the inside of home. When a thief makes an appearance during the robot’s home monitoring service, the robot detects a movement of the thief and records it. A warning message is sent to a user from the robot,
and a user can watches the recorded video streaming by using the mobile phone. The snapshots of the home monitoring service are shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 9. Snapshots of the robot greeting service (Hong et al., 2006)

Fig. 10. Snapshots of the home monitoring service
6.4 The follow-me service
The follow-me service is a traditional ubiquitous computing application. By using the CAMUS, we can easily implement the follow-me service. We enhanced the follow-me service with the concept of the software robot (hereafter, sobot). Sobot is a virtual robot which is located in the virtual place. Sobot is responsible for the interaction between the CAMUS and users when they can not be provided services from a real robot. The snapshots of the follow-me service shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. Snapshots of the follow-me service

7. Conclusions
As the context-aware computing gets more and more interests, attempts applying it to diverse kinds of research fields have been tried. However, the development of the context-aware intelligent application in the robot field has rarely been carried out. In order that the service robot comes into our daily lives like the electric home appliances or mobile devices, it has to provide the context-aware intelligent services to a user.

The aim of this chapter is to introduce the context-awareness for a network-based service robot. For this, we define the functional requirements and implementation issues of the context-aware framework and propose the layered conceptual architecture. And then, we describe how proposed conceptual architecture was implemented to the CAMUS which is a context-aware framework for the network-based service robots. Finally, we introduce various kinds of robot services which were developed by using the CAMUS. As a result of
this work, we can easily develop various kinds of context-aware intelligent services by using the CAMUS.

There are many works that have to be researched. One of the remained works is the navigation of a robot. The technology of the robot navigation is not enough to be applied to a commercial product. Also, we have to consider the implementation issues mentioned in section 3 and should answer how to resolve it. I believe, nevertheless, that the network-based intelligent service robot will be very promising research field and it can improve the life of the human in the future.
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